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The Reef Reservoir is a bioherm consisting of four 
major oil bearing formation^. The original oil column was
flooding has caused the oi1-water contact to rise ±700 feet 
in eight years. With the rising oil-water contact, the pro­
ducing wells have been plugged back, but this has not effec­
tively controlled water production.
The original well completions consisted of a production 
string of 9 5/8-inch casing set at the top of an open hole 
pay section. A 2 7/8-inch kill string was run to ±9000 feet 
and the wells were flowed up the 9 5/8-inch x 2 7/8-inch 
annulus with increasing water cuts. The wells ceased to 
flow when a water cut of ±40% was reached. A total of 
twenty producing wells were drilled and eleven are currently 
shut-in due to high water cut or failure to flow.
This artificial lift study focuses on returning the 
eleven shut-in wells to production and planning on artifi­
cial lift methods as the water cut increases. Analysis of 
the Inflow Performance Relationships for individual wells, 
combined with a two-phase vertical flow model, showed wells 
that have the potential to flow following installation of a 
smaller flow string (5 1/2-inch tubing).
In certain wells, the past workovers .have not been
approximately 1000 feet. Rapid withdrawals and bottom water
L  0 i '
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entirely successful and additional workover operations will
✓
be required to return the wells to production. These wells 
are mentioned and workover potential discussed briefly.
Electric submersible centrifugal pumps have been 
chosen as the field artificial lift system. The major rea­
sons behind this selection include high volume capacity, 
excess electrical generating capacity available and decreas­
ing gas production. The Reda computer program for pump 
design, Compsel, was used to determine pump selection. A 
standardized pump was selected for the majority of wells (15) 
with individual pump selections for the very high capacity 
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The Reef Reservoir currently has 9 producing wells and■v
11 shut-in producers. The standard completion is 9 5/8-inch 
casing set to the top of the pay (±9000 ft) with a 7-inch 
liner and a 2 7/8-inch kill string. The shut-in wells
either stopped flowing up the 9 5/8 x 2 7/8-inch annulus or
were shut in due to high water cut. The artificial lift
study was initiated to determine how to produce these shut-
in wells. -
Due to the completion technique of flowing the wells up 
the 9 5/8-inch by 2 7/8-inch annulus, it was suspected that 
some of the wells would continue to flow as the water cut 
increases if the cross-sectional flow area were reduced.
With this consideration, the study became two phase: (a)
investigate flowing potential of the shut-in wells, and (b) 
select Reda submersible pumping equipment for all wells pro­
ducing and shut in. In addition, the possibility of work- 
over operations on the shut-in wells was considered.
In the investigation of flowing potential, the inflow 
Performance Relationship (IPR) of each well was developed 
from PI test data. Performance was adjusted for reservoir 
pressure changes between the PI test date and current pres­
sures. Vogel*s generalized equation was used below the 
bubble-point pressure (p^ = 2,783). Tubing Performance
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Curves (TPC) were developed from a two-phase vertical flow 
model based on Orkiszewski's correlations available from the 
Garrett computing system. The combination of these two 
curves showed that the average well would flow up 5 1/2-inch 
tubing set on a packer until a water cut of 60 to 65% is 
reached.
The electrical submersible pump selections were made 
using Reda1s Compsel computer program for pump sizing. A 
standardization of equipment was desired to allow for ease 
of operation and a design selection was made which would fit 
the majority of wells. For the wells with relatively very 
high or very low PI * s, single-well pump designs were made. 
There is a limitation of 11 installations of the standard 
selection due to available generating capacity of 8,000 kva.
Major workover possibilities were also considered for 
the current shut-in wells. These were not discussed in 
detail because it is felt that workover programs were beyond 
the scope of this study•
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CONCLUSIONS
1. Under present conditions, five wells (currently shut-in) 
will flow following installation of a smaller flow 
string (5 1/2-inch tubing with packer) and kick off,
2. The remaining wells will require artificial lift initi­
ally. Once a water cut of ±65% is reached in the flow­
ing wells, artificial lift will also be required.
3. Interzonal flow may exist in the Talus wells due to
higher pressures in the water zone and long open hole
sections. In these wells, 408 and 410 in particular,
large volumes (±2 x 10s Bbls) of water will need to be
removed from the "oil" zone prior to oil flow if inter­
zonal flow has occurred. It is unlikely that this water 
can be removed economi cally.
4. Workover operations to recomplete certain wells, parti­
cularly 412 and 416, will be required to optimize well 
performance under both flowing and pumping situations.
5. Electrical submersible pumps are the selection for an 
artificial lift system. This selection is based on 
decreasing gas production, large volumes, and excess 
electrical generating capacity.
6. Gurrent excess electrical generating capacity is 8000 
kva. A standard submersible pump installation would 
require 710 kva. This limits the number of pump
ER-1959 
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installations to eleven. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS
1. Evaluate the ability of the 600 HP Reda motor and cable 
to operate effectively in the Reef Reservoir well invi- 
ronments by installing test equipment in two wells (414 
and 433). The test equipment will be the standard pump 
selection for any expansion of the artificial lift pro­
gram and be comprised of:
Reda 53-stage J-600 pump 
Reda 600 HP motor 
(Full specifications in the pump section of this report.)
2. Install a 200 to 300 Bbl/D casing injection system from
a nearby water supply well to the casings of 414 and 433. 
The water flush would be used to deliver chemical treat­
ment (corrosion and scale) downhole, and would help in 
cooling the cable.
3. Evaluate potential of current shut-in wells to flow with 
smaller flow strings, by installation of 7,000 feet of
5 1/2-inch tubing, with a packer and gas-lift mandrels 
in well 402. Attempt to kick off wells with gas-lift 
using rented air compressors.
4. Install 5 1/2-inch tubing strings with packers in wells 
currently flowing up 9 5/8-inch by 2 7/8-inch annulus. 
Install gas-lift mandrels at the time of installation.
The purpose is to increase the flow rate and flowing life
ER-1959
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with minimal kickoff difficulties.
5. Evaluate economics of potential major workovers (beyond 
scope of artificial lift study).
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GEOLOGY
The Reef Reservoir is a fairly symmetric bioherm (reef). 
It is of paleocene age and exists in a major depositional 
basin. Several other bioherms in the general area are 
associated with the Reef Reservoir. The regional geology 
and depositional environments ate straight forward in inter­
pretation.
The bioherm consists of four distinguishable geologic 
units. Electric and radioactive logs are used to correlate 
the geologic units. Below the Reef, a carbonate-shale 
sequence occurs. This typical section continues with the 
Reef developing as an "island” and capped by an impermeable 
mar1-shale sequence. The general thoughts are that the 
regional shales are the hydrocarbon source for this and 
several other accumulations.
At the base of the bioherm there is a porosity transi­
tion zone which consists of 50-120 feet of Algal Foramini- 
feral Biomicrite. Solution vugs are usually cemented by 
calcite and porosity is generally low. The zone can be 
correlated to off-reef wells.
ALGAL-FORAMINIFERAL SHOAL
The next zone vertically is the Algal-Foraminiferal 
Shoal. This formation was deposited as a mound approxi­
mately 2 1/2 miles by 3 miles in area with an average thick-
ER-1959
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ness of 350 feet. In the lower part of this zone, excellent 
solution vug porosity exists. The upper part has inter- 
granular porosity which has been enlarged by solution and 
averages ±25%. Dolomitized zones (1-10 feet thick) occur in 
limited areas and are a potential vertical permeability 
restriction.
Structurally, the Algal Foraminiferal Shoal has its 
thickest development in the center of the reef (350-390 
feet). The center has a very shallow dip. Toward the 
extremities of the reef, the Algal Shoal thins and has an 
abrupt dip of 6%-30%.
CORALLINE BIOMICRITE
Lying above the Algal Shoal is the Coralline Biomicrite. 
This formation is 300-320 feet thick and is primarily a fine 
grain to silt sized micrite with abundant coral fragments. 
Some layers have abundant large foraminiferal and nodular 
algae while other layers apparently have in-situ corals. 
Solution has removed the aragonite of the coral skeletons, 
thus forming moldic porosity. An average porosity of 19% 
exists with relatively low permeability values. Dolomites 
occur (1-20 feet) throughout the unit but are apparently 
concentrated on the northwest and south central parts of 
the reef.
The Coralline Biomicrite shows a fairly uniform develop-
ER-1959
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ment over most of the reef with a maximum thickness of 320 
feet. In the central area rapid thinning occurs on the 
flanks of the reef accompanied by an abrupt dip of 40° as 
the reef terminates.
CORAL (REEF) ZONE
A reef zone of 300-360 feet was deposited above the 
Coralline Biomicrite. This Coral Zone is composed mainly 
of Coral, Coralline Algae, and encrusting Foraminifera. 
Infilling by detrital Biomicrite is commonly found. Inter- 
granular porosity has been enlarged by solution and the 
\permeability is high. This zone represents the most active
growth of the bioherm.
The Coral Zone structural development is similar to the 
Coralline Biomicrite. A fairly uniform deposition occurred 
over most of the reef with thickness of 300-340 feet in the 
central area. Again rapid thinning occurs on the flanks of 
the reef accompanied by ±40° dips.
TALUS ZONE \
A secondary type deposition occurred from the detrital 
material of the reef. This zone was only recently recognized 
by the operator and exists more as a porosity unit than as a 
separate lithologic unit. It is quite difficult to pick out 
from logs.
The Talus Zone is up to 400 feet thick and is an
l a k e s
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annular deposit around the reef. It is made up primarily of 




The Reef Reservoir is a solution gas drive reservoir 
with little or no active aquifer. The oil column was orig­
inally ±1000 feet thick with the original oil-water contact 
located at the porosity transition zone. With the original 
long producing interval and relatively high permeability, 
initial well production rates were 30,000 - 35,000 STB/D.
The high withdrawal rates resulted in a rapid decrease 
in reservoir pressure. The original reservoir pressure was 
±4500 psig @ 9500 feet (Subsea). Following initial produc­
tion, the reservoir pressure declined rapidly to ±2600 psig 
in two years. A pressure maintenance program was begun and 
arrested the pressure decline and repressured the reservoir. 
The present reservoir pressure ranges from 3000 psig to 3300 
psig. The water injection program was accomplished with 
both surface injectors and bottom dump injectors.
A consequence of the water injection program was a 
rapidly rising oil-water contact. Vertical permeability is 
high and the present estimated oil-water contact is at the 
top of the Coralline Biomicrite. The oil-water contact has 
been " located1' by Thermal Decay Time (TDT) log analysis.
In the periphery Talus Zone the oil-water contact has not
/been determined but is thought to be at ±9600 feet (Subsea). 
Several P.V.T. samples have been taken at various times
ER-1959
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in the reservoir life. The sample from well #428 was taken 
following the repressuring of the reservoir and is probably 
more representative of current reservoir conditions than 
earlier samples. The P.V.T. analysis for well #428 is 
presented in the Appendix (Figures A-1 - A-7). Well #428
: V '
P.V.T. data was used in the two-phase vertical flow calcula­
tions for tubing performance curves and relative producing 
volume curves utilized later in this report.
Reservoir rock parameters such as porosity and permea­
bility are not discussed in detail. However, the individual 
permeabilities for each well are inherent in the inflow 
Performance Relationships which are developed later. Poros­




Initially the wells were completed with a 9 5/8-inch 
47#/ft. production string cemented in place above the Coral 
Zone and an open hole section through the producing horizons. 
A kill string of 2 7/8-inch tubing was run to ±9000 feet 
and the well was flowed up the 9 5/8-inch x 2 7/8-inch annu­
lus. After the reservoir pressure had been drawn down, a 
secondary gas cap formed in the Coral Zone and attempts to 
isolate this gas were made.
To shut off the gas, 7-inch liners were installed 
across the Coral Zone. These liners had Lynes external 
casing packers on the bottom two joints and in some cases 
the liners had cement circulated behind them.
The upward movement of the oil-water contact necessi­
tated bottom plug backs to shut off water production.
Cement plugs were used but more commonly a sand plug with a 
cement cap was installed. In several cases the abandoned 
part of the wellbore is still acting as a vertical conduit 
for water. (Well #414 in particular.)
Once plug back operations had reached the 7-inch liner, 
perforations were shot in the liner. The current mechanical 
condition of each well is shown in Table C-l. The mechani­
cal condition of each shut-in well is shown in the shut-in 
well review. Major possibilities are mentioned in that
ER-1959
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review but are not explored in depth due to limitations in 
































401 10,618 9,438 9,740 9,600-9,690 90 50 9,714 9,471(1) 9,791(1) Yes F
402 10,190 9,474 9,770 9,500-9,536 36 234 9,635 9,475 9,815 NO SI
403 10,187 9,394 9,753 9,414-9,453 39 300 9,553 9,404 9,753 Yes SI
404 9,780 9,668<t) 9,705(T) - - 9,705 9,552 - - SI
405 10,194 9,438 9,744 9,700-9,825(3) 125 81 9,836 9,425 9,840 Ho F
406 10,190 9,592 fT> 9,732{T) - - 9,829 9,597 - - F
407 10,169 9,408 9,745 9,670-9,680 10 65 9,706 9,411 9,831 NO F
408 9,915 8,650(T) 9,697<T> — - - 9,697 9,651 - - SI
410 10,188 9,600(T) 9,828(t) -- - - 10,188 9,607 - - SI
411 10,187 9,720 ̂31 9,860(T) - - 9,860 9,683 -: - SI
412 10,190 9,438 9,752 9,708-9,712 (4 ft) 40 9,782 9,436 9,829 HO SI
414 10,190 9,573 9,786 9,585-9,611 26 175 9,611 9,585 - - SI
416 10.195 9,438 9,770 9,458-9,560(3) 102 210 9,930 9,446 9,811 NO SI
417 10,193 9,455 9,734 9,470-9,830f3) 60 0 9,881 9.445 9,840 NO F
418 10,196 9,415 9,775 9,722-9,727 ̂33 ■'5 0 9,782 9,423 9.841 No F
428 12,018 9,445 9,767 9,605-9,648 <3 119 9,712 9,464 10,858 Yes f (2)
432 10,750 9,590 9,892 9,693-9,810 117 82 10,150 9,666 10,345 Yes SI<2)
433 10,060 9.474 9,792 9,576-9,598 20 194 9,685 9,491 9,700 Yes SI
438 10,540 9,420 9,748 9,490-9,640 150 108 9,740 9,390 10,228 Yes F(2)
439 10,125 9,460 9,757 9,633-9,858(3) 225 101 9,858 9,470 9,797 Yes F
REMARKS
(1) Well 401 completed with 7-inch casing and 5-inch liner. 9 5/8-inch casing at 7,571 feet KB.
(2) Injector coverted to producer.
(3) Biouiicritc open along with Coral
(4) Pish at 9,355 feet to 9,495 feet.
(5) Liners not cemented are set on two Lynes inflatable packers.
(6) F ** flowing; SI = shut-in.
(7) Parted tubing in hole with top at 9,514 feet.





Each of the 11 shut-in producers in the Reef Field was 




A summary sheet for each well is presented in Tables W-l 
through W-ll and IPR versus TPC curves presented in Figures 
W-l through W-l0. Table W-12 summarizes the 20 wells that 
have been or are produced.
WORKOVER POTENTIAL
This topic covers possible workover considerations. 
Most of the subject wells have previously been plugged back 
or had 7-inch liners run. In some cases, particularly the 
Talus producers, additional plugback operations might de­
crease water production. There is the additional complica­
tion of interzonal flow in the wells with long intervals 
still open, which may have been flooded by large amounts of 
water in the "oil" zone. The wells with a potential for a 
beneficial workover operation are shown below:
Well
No.     Remarks ____________
404 Establish OWC and plug back.
412 Reperforate (only four feet currently open).
416 Establish OWC and plug back.
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The establishment of the current OWC should precede 
extensive plugback operations. Finding the OWC might prove 
to be difficult in wells with either potentially large 
volumes of interzonal flow or resaturation of the wellbore 
by the standing column of water. A possibility of plugging 
back to within ±50 feet of the top of the Coral might be 
used as a "rule of thumb."
FLOWING POTENTIAL
The individual well’s flowing potential was determined 
by comparison of the Tubing Performance Curves and the 
pseudo IPR curves. The results are presented in tabular 
and graphical forms.
A discussion of the application of the IPR-TPC techni­
ques is presented later in this report. The data from which 
the IPR curves were generated were, in general,, taken while 
the reservoir was at or below bubble point. The reservoir 
has since been repressured. A correction was made to 
generate IPR curves for the new reservoir pressure. The 
produced water data from PI tests was, in some cases, either 
neglected or did not match the water cut for the monthly 
production. For these reasons, total IPR (oil + water) 
were not developed. Future development of these curves 
would be easily handled with new data. The IPR of a given 
well is constant under constant conditions. In the case of
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the Reef, the rising water levels change the contribution 
zones of oil and water respectively (oil: hQ decreasing;
water: h^ increasing). Due to the above factors, the
accuracy of the curves may be limited and is probably 
presenting an optimistic situation.
The TPC’s were generated from Garrett Computing System*s 
"Oil Flow" program. This program utilized Orkiszewski*s two- 
phase vertical- flow model which has an estimated accuracy of 
±10%.
The flowing potential of the wells is determined as 
follows:
1. Construct a pseudo IPR curve for the 9,000-foot setting 
depth by subtracting the product of the flowing gradient 
in the casing (psi/ft) and the difference in elevations 
between tubing inlet and IPR datum from the IPR.
2. Overlay the pseudo IPR and the appropriate TPC curves 
(for varying tubing size, 25% water cut, constant GOR 
and 9,000-foot setting depth). The well should flow at 
the rates where the curves intersect. An optimum tubing 
size was selected with the highest flow rate.
3. After establishing which tubing size to use, the setting 
depth was established by the use of the TPC with varying 




4. The above steps were done with a 25% water cut. The 
final step after tubing size and setting depth are se­
lected is to move to the appropriate TPC curve (varying 
water cuts) and determine the effect of a changing water 
cut on produced rates. This final curve is presented in 
Figures W-l through W-10.
This method is based on "Flowing and Gas Lift Well 
Performance" by Gilbert. The limitations on the IPR data 
and generated curves must be reviewed when considering the 
reported flowing-well potentials.
REDA POTENTIAL
This section was based on the well groupings and compu­
ter pump selections and is discussed in detail in the "Pump 
Selection" section. The major factor of interest is, "When 
to install the pump?". Due to the shrinkage factor of the 
oil and the flowing potential (high Pi's) of these wells, 
submersible pumps would not effectively operate below ±65% 
water cut.
In the case of the wells with interzonal flow, a sugges­
tion of "kicking them off with a submersible pump" has been 
made. If the well cleans up and the water cut drops to 50% 
or less, the probability is high of burning out the motor as 
a result of operating underloaded (upthrusting) for a long 
period of time.
lakes libber, 
n° SCHO°L °f'’OLDhN. COLORADO "
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The pump selection suggested for each well is shown on 











shut-in 2/72 to 11/72
Second producing period
Last full month of 
production
MECHANICAL





9 5/8-inch casing shoe 
7-inch cemented liner, top 
7-inch cemented liner, bottom 
PBTD

















A. Top perforation is 26 feet below the top of the 




desirable to squeeze the upper perforations and 
reperforate.
FLOWING POTENTIAL (Table W-lb, Figure W-l)
A. Currently has good potential to flow (see Table 
W-lb and Figure W-l).
B. Projection of water cut not included, waiting on 
model study results, therefore, the length of flow­
ing time is not predicted.
REDA SELECTION
When water cut approached 60 to 65%, the following pump 
should be installed:





WELL NO. 402 GOR 1,200
TUBING SIZE VARIATION W.C. 25%
9,000 ft Depth
Flow Rate 3 1/2” 4,500
4 1/2" 7,000
5 1/2" 8,100
DEPTH CHECK Tubing Size
(from above) 5 1 / 2
GOR 1,200
“W.C. 25%
Flow Rate 7 , 0 0 0  8 , 3 0 0
8,000 8,000
9 , 0 0 0 8 , 0 0 0
WATERCUT VARIATION Tubing Size 5 1/2
GOR 1.200 
Depth 7,000
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Final production was followed by four months shut-in and
oil rate dropped from 3,726 B/D.
MECHANICAL
9 5/8-inch casing shoe 
7-inch cemented liner, top 
7-inch cemented liner, bottom 
PBTD (model D packer) 







9,394 - 9,404 






Production appears to be coming from perforations only 
with no water production. This well is not a workover 
candidate.
FLOWING POTENTIAL (Table W-2b, Figure W-2)
High potential for flow. No projection of water cut 
has been made, therefore, no length of flow time pre­
dicted.
REDA SELECTION
Standard pump size: . y .






WELL NO. 403 GOR 1,200
TUBING SIZE VARIATION W.C. 25%
5,000 ft Depth
Flow Rate 3 1/2" 5 ,400
4 1 / 2 ” 1 0 . 2 0 0  
5 1/2" 14,600
DEPTH CHECK Tubing Size
(from above) 5 1/2
GOR 1,200
W.C. 25%
Flow Rate 7,000 15,800
8.000 15,000
9.000 14,500
WATERCUT VARIATION Tubing Size 5 1/2
GOR 1,200 
Depth 7,000
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Date Oil Rate GOR Cut 
M/Y B/D SCF/Bbl %
Initial production 3/68 29,327 1,522 0
Final full production 5/71 24,353 1,652 18
/
MECHANICAL
9 5/8-inch casing shoe 
Open hole PBTD (153 feet net)
WORKOVER POTENTIAL
A. Prior to commencing workover operations, the current 
OWC and potential interzonal flow should be investi­
gated.
B. Following Item A, the possibility of running a 7- 








FLOWING POTENTIAL (Table W~3b, Figure W-3)
No adequate PI or IPR data were available. Flow tests 












Date Oil Rate GOR Cut 
M/Y B/D SCF/Bbl %
Initial production 2/68 37,185 1,526 0.1
Final production 3/74 3,635 681 0.1
Water cut reached 59.2 percent in Deceitiber 1973. Initial





9 5/8-inch casing shoe 9,651
Open hole PBTD (46 feet net) 9,697
WORKOVER POTENTIAL
Plug back success has been moderate, possibility of 
drilling out present sand-cement plugs and plug back 
with solid cement. Probably uneconomic to work over.
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TABLE W-4a (Cont'd)
FLOWING POTENTIAL (Table W-4b, Figure W-3)
IPR data from before final plug back. Well is now 
limited to 46 feet net pay and IPR is lower. However, 
flow estimates in Table W-4b and Figure W-4 are based 
on best information available. Possibility of no flow 
exists if interzonal flow was strong. Future flow 










WELL NO. 408 GOR 1,800
TUBING SIZE VARIATION




Flow Rate 7,000 19,800





Tubing Size / 
(from above) 5 1/2
GOR 1,800
W.C. 25%



















IPR Run Before Last 
Plug Back
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Date Oil Rate GOR Cut 
M/Y B/D SCF/Bbl %
Initial production 3/68 29,091 1,522 0.1
Final full month of
production 10/73 . 3,100 1,036 56.0




9 5/8-inch casing shoe 9,607
TD (no plug backs) 10,188
Obstruction or void at 9,730
WORKOVER POTENTIAL
A. Prior to commencing any workover or pump installation, 




TABLE W-5a (Cont'd.) ■
B. If potential for additional oil production exists, 
openhole plug back to above present established OWC 
would, eliminate water production.
r * ,
FLOWING POTENTIAL (Table W-5b, Figure W-4)
IPR versus TPC data suggest good flow potential at low 
cuts. With either high interzonal flow or no plug back, 
well should go to non-flow condition rapidly.
REDA SELECTION
Non-standard pump 2






WELL NO. 410 GOR 1,200
TUBING SIZE VARIATION W.C. 25%
9,000 ft Depth
Flow Rate 3 1/2" 5,700
4 1/2" 11,900
5 1/2 " >2 0 , 0 0 0
DEPTH CHECK Tubing Size
(from above) 5 1/2
GOR 1,200
W.C. 25%
Flow Rate -7,000 >20,000
8 , 0 0 0  >2 0 , 0 0 0
9,000 >2 0 , 0 0 0
WATERCUT VARIATION Tubing Size 5 1/2
GOR 1,200 
Depth 7,000




75 5,000 1,250 Unsteady Flow Area
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Date Oil Rate GOR Cut 
M/Y B/D SCF/Bbl %
Initial production 2/68 36,856 1,526 0.1




9 5/8-inch casing shoe 9,683
Open hole PBTD 9,520
Open-hole plug back performed well.
WORKOVER POTENTIAL
Investigate current OWC and plug back if feasible. 
FLOWING POTENTIAL (Table W-6b, Figure W-5)
With effective plug back well might flow a small
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TABLE W-6a (Cont'd.)
amount. However, with the low PI of this well, the 
installation of a pump could handle all producible 
fluids,
REDA SELECTION
With 120 HP limitation:
66 stage G-110 pump 
120 HP motor.
Without 120 HP limitation (second pump):






WELL NO. 411 GOR 1800_____
TUBING SIZE VARIATION W.C. 25%
9,000 ft Depth
Flow Rate 3 1/2" 2>200
4 1/2" 2,600
5 1/2"
DEPTH CHECK Tubing Size
(from above) 3 1/2
G0R 1»800 
W.C. 25%
Flow Rate 7,000 2>300
8.000 2 >300
9.000 2 >400
WATERCUT VARIATION Tubing Size 3 1/2
GOR 1 >800 
Depth 7 >000




75 - - Will Not Flow
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Date Oil Rate GOR Cut 
M/Y B/D SCF/Bbl %
Initial production 6/68 31,351 1,534 0.0




9 5/8-inch casing shoe 9,436
7-inch uncemented liner, top 9,271
7-inch uncemented liner, bottom 9,829
Open hole plugged back with sand and
capped with cement 9,782
Perforations (four feet net) 9,708 - 9,712
WORKOVER POTENTIAL




squeezed off (they are 40 feet above Biomicrite 
Zone).
B. Well should be reperforated 9,500 feet to 9,600 
feet with 40-foot shot minimum.
C. Investigate possibility of liner cement job success,
FLOWING POTENTIAL (Table W-7b, Figure W-6)
Well should flow without workover except for reperfora­
tion. Table W-7b and Figure W-6 show flow initially 
and install pump when water cut approached 65%.
Predict time frame from model.
REDA SELECTION
Standard pump selection:






WELL NO. 412 GOR 1,800
TUBING SIZE VARIATION W.C. 25%
9,000 ft Depth
Flow Rate 3 1/2" 4,600
4 1/2" 9,200
5 1/2" 13,600
DEPTH CHECK Tubing Size
(from above) 5 1/2
GOR 1,800
W.C. 25%
Flow Rate 7,000 13,600
8.000 13,400
9.000 13,400
WATERCUT VARIATION Tubing Size 5 1/2
GOR 1,800 
Depth 7,000
W.C. Flow Rate Oil Rate Remarks
0 15,000 15,000
25 13,000 10,350
50 1 0 , 0 0 0 5,000
75 ■ —  ■ Will Not Flow
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Date Oil Rate GOR Cut 
M/Y B/D SCF/Bbl %
Initial production 5/68 35,596 1,524 0.0
Final production 6/74 1,775 2,188 54.5
MECHANICAL
9 5/8-inch casing shoe 
Open hole PBTD (net open 26 feet)
Fish in hole with plug backs.
WORKOVER POTENTIAL
A. Initial workover successful, but subsequent plug 
backs have failed to shut off water.







Table W-3a (Cont’d.) 
to fish in hole as potential whipstock.
FLOWING POTENTIAL (Table W-8b, Figure W-7)
Well is approaching no-flow region with 60 to 65% water 
cut- Well might flow for a period, but should die 
quickly. Suggest pumping initially.
REDA SELECTION
Standard pump selection:





WELL NO. 414 GOR 1,800
TUBING SIZE VARIATION W.C. 25%
9,000 ft Depth
Flow Rate 3 1/2" 4,700
4 1/2" 8,900
5 1/2 "'- 12,600
DEPTH CHECK Tubing Size
(from above) 5 1/2
GOR 1.800 
W.C. 25%
Flow Rate 7,000 13,200
8 ,0 0 0 13, 0 0 0
9,0 0 0 1 2 ,900
WATERCUT VARIATION Tubing Size 5 1/2
GOR 1,800 
Depth 7,000 




7 5  5,900 1,475 Unsteady Flow
oCM"Ifr? {o































Date Oil Rate GOR Cut 
M/Y B/D SCF/Bbl %
Initial production 4/68 34,853 1,453 0.0
Final production 7/75 10,294 1,587 44.7
MECHANICAL
9 5/8-inch casing shoe 
7-inch uncemented liner, top 
7-inch uncemented liner, bottom 















B. If liner is cemented, reperforate (possibly elimi­
nate any high GOR problems from Coral gas cap).
FLOWING POTENTIAL (Table W-9b, Figure W-8 )
Excellent flowing potential, following open-hole plug 
back (Table W-9b and Figure W-8 ). Projection of water 










WELL NO. 416 GOR 1/800
TUBING SIZE VARIATION W.C. 25%
9,000 ft Depth
Flow Rate 3 1/2" 4,500
4 1/2 " 8,800
5 1/2" 12,700
DEPTH CHECK Tubing Size
(from above) 5 1 / 2
GOR 1,800
W.C. 25%
Flow Rate 7,000 12,800
8 , 0 0 0  12,600
9,000 12,700
WATERCUT VARIATION Tubing Size 5 1/2
GOR 1,800
Depth7,000_____
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Well shut-in by Ministry.
MECHANICAL
9 5/8-inch casing shoe 
7-inch cemented liner, top 












Date Oil Rate GOR Cut 
M/Y B/D SCF/Bbl %
5/75 743 2,007 0.4
8/75 8,450 1,696 0.1
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TABLE W-lOa (Cont'd)
Tubing not required to flow, but would be required to 
increase flowing life. Projection of water cut not 
included, therefore, flowing time not predicted.
REDA SELECTION
Standard pump selection:






WELL NO. 432 GOR 1,800
TUBING SIZE VARIATION W.C. 25%
9,000 ft Depth
Flow Rate 3 1/2" 4 , 2 0 0
4 1/2" 7,900
5 V2" 11,400
DEPTH CHECK Tubing Size
(from above) 5 1/2
GOR 1,800
W.C. 25%
Flow Rate • 7,000 11,400
8,000 11,200
9,000 11,300
WATERCUT VARIATION Tubing Size 5 1/2
GOR 1,800 
Depth 7,000
W.C. Flow Rate Oil Rate Remarks
0 12,900 12,900
25 10,800 8,100
50 6,000 3,000 Approach Unsteady Flow
75 —  - Will Not Flow
oCMo
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Date Oil Rate 
M/Y B/D
*
Initial production 6/69 10,746
Final production 12/74 6,459




9 5/8-inch casing shoe 9,491
7-inch cemented liner, top 9,377
7-inch cemented liner, bottom 9,700
PBTD (cement retainer) 9,685
Perforations (34 feet net) 9,578 - 9,598
9,616 - 9,630










The possibility exists that the original wellbore 
(prior to sidetrack) is providing the channel of 
communications and is also virtually impossible to 
workover. This reduces the chance of a successful 
workover.
FLOWING POTENTIAL (Table W-llb,■ Figure W-10)
Expect high cut due to ease of vertical water migration 























(from above) 5 1 / 2
GOR 1,800
W.C. 25%



















































ELECTRICAL SUBMERSIBLE PUMP SELECTIONS 
Reda Designs
As previously discussed, the Tubing Performance curves 
and the Inflow Performance curves show that without succes­
sive water shutoffs, the wells will fail to flow to the 
surface at a water cut of - 65%. At that time, it will be 
necessary to install an artificial lift system or shut the 
field down. Two alternative lift systems might be employed, 
submersible centrifugal pumps and gas-lift, and an economic 
analysis should be done. However, in light of several fac­
tors, only the Reda electrical submersible pump systems have 
been studied. Those factors governing preliminary selection 
of centrifugal pumps include:
1. At high ■water cuts, the Reef Reservoir will yield rela­
tively low quantities of gas. Gas for the gas-lift 
system must be delivered from a nearby field.
2. Delivery of gas from another field will require a high-
pressure pipeline. . -
3. Estimated makeup gas (at 5%) for 20 wells with a 2,000
GLR (20,000 Bbl/D/well, 20 wells) wouldbe - 325 MMSCF/D 
(in BTU equivalent - 521,000 HP as compared to 12,000 HP
in submersible pump motors). This does not include
compression or power generation costs.
4. Delivery time on gas compressor is excessive; i.e., two
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years.
The major emphasis in selecting a Reda pumping system 
was primarily one ofw standardization. The relative equiva­
lent Pi’s, or IPR’s, of the Reef wells easily allowed the 
selection of a Reda 53-stage J-600 pump, 600 HP motor as the 
standard system for the field.
Reda's Compsel computerized pump-sizing program was 
used to arrive at this design. Several important factors 
exist in the selection, installation and operation of the 
submersible pumps and are discussed as follows:
Pump intake Pressure
The PVT analysis yields a B0f = 1.71 RB/STB for the 428 
data. Volumetric behavior of the oil and gas will most 
likely follow the flash relationships as the pressure is 
decreased in the vertical flow in the wellbore. The pump 
setting depth, therefore, must be controlled by two factors:
1. The first stage must pump the particular fluid volumes 
present at the pump intake pressure. These volumes will 
be significantly higher than the surface-produced 
volumes due to gas liberation, oil shrinkage, etc. In 
addition, the pump must compress any free gas which is 
ingested.
2. The higher the gas-oil ratio is at the pump discharge, 
the more "gas lift” effect in the tubing flow. This
lakss u b p .a r t  
D orado school of
SO iD Efi, COIORAC©
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"gas lift" effect will allow a reduction in stage and 
horsepower requirements. This necessitates, in the case 
of a horsepower limitation, a pump intake pressure as 
close to the bubble-point pressure as feasible.
The pump intake pressure is a function of two factors, 
pump setting depth and inflow performance of the Well. 
The pump setting depth will not increase the net lift 
requirements at a given rate, but will increase the 
pressure loss due to friction. A trade-off between 
additional horsepower required due to friction and less 
horsepower required due to "gas lift" effect must be 
made. In this particular case, the friction loss in a 
5 1/2-inch casing is minimal and a 9,000-footsetting 
depth can be used.
The actual effectiveness of Reda1s gas separator intake 
section cannot be estimated. When queried, Reda representa­
tives will state a range of 80% to 10% gas separation depen­
dent on the crude characteristics, flow rates, casing sizes, 
velocities, etc. This lack of consistent answers again 
enforces the high pump intake pressure selection.
Well Classification
The producing wells were arranged in a classification 
based on Figure P-l and presented in Table P-l. This plot 
of PI versus reservoir pressure revealed a grouping of wells
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in the 20 to 30 PI range. Compsel runs were made for several 
wells and the results compared (Table P-3). The comparison 
revealed little difference in pump selection for the various 
wells. For this reason, the standard pump selection can be 
used.
Compsel Program
As mentioned, the Compsel program was used to size and 
select pumps. Tables P-2 and P-3 present the results of var­
ious runs. Basically, the Compsel program computes the actual 
head output and horsepower requirement of each pump stage. In 
centrifugal pumps, the head output or, more exactly, the dis­
charge pressure is a function of the density of the fluid be­
ing pumped. In the case of a compressible fluid (oil or oil 
and gas), the density of the fluid being pumped increases as 
the fluid pressure increases from stage to stage? in other 
words, the first stage is a compressor and the last stage is 
a pump.
The Compsel program applies the individual well*s (or 
field* s) PVT data to determine fluid characteristics through 
the pump. The program then determines the pressure at the 
discharge of each stage. An actual pressure profile through 
the pump can be obtained.
In addition, the horsepower requirements for a stage are 
also dependent on the fluid properties. Compsel can more
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adequately select the motor horsepower required.
Two-phase vertical flow calculations (i.e., to deter­
mine total dynamic head) are performed using Orkiszewski 
correlations. The well's inflow performance has, in this 
case, been input in PI form. The program will calculate 
drawdown and pump intake pressure for the requested volume. 
Effect of Varying Well Parameters on Pump Selection
Two wells were studied to see the effect of changing 
such parameters as water cut, surface production rate, tubing 
size and gas ingestion percentage (GIP). Table P-**2 shows the 
results of these runs. The tubing size was found to be 
5 .1/2-inches (ID = 4.991). This is based on a shaft horse­
power limitation of ±600 HP. Use of 4 1/2-inch tubing would 
necessitate'670 HP.
The ratio of pump intake volume (Bbls) to surface pro­
duction rate (surface Bbls) is also an important parameter. 
This ratio dictates the maximum production rate for a given 
pump size. In the case of 401, this ratio was calculated to 
be 1.31 Bbl/STB for a 75% water cut and 75% gas ingestion 
percentage at the associated pump intake pressure. If the 
pump intake pressure were decreased (by raising the pump) a 
higher ratio would exist, thereby limiting the effective 
pumping volume. This particular application is illustrated 
and discussed with the relative production volume curves.
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The relative production volume curves show the actual 
volume of 1 STB oil with associated gas and water for var­
ious gas ingestion percentages. The pump intake pressure 
must be above the pressure at which the volume increases 
dramatically. Combinations of these curves with the bottom- 
hole flowing pressures (from IPR's) and casing flowing 
gradient allow easy pump depth selection. Setting the pump 
too high would limit the stock tank barrels produced at the 
surface by pump limitations alone.
As previously discussed, the wells will generally fail 
to flow at a water cut between 50% and 75%. This shows up 
in the Compsel results. When the water cuts of 50, 25 and 0 
percent were run, the program calculated zero stages re­
quired (i.e., the well would flow). The question remains, 
"When to install the _pump?". The obvious answer would be, 
"When the well dies." However, if the pump could be in­
stalled at ±50% water cut then a higher rate of oil produc­
tion could be obtained. Long runs would not be likely due 
to one of two factors: (1) either the pump is designed for
higher water cuts and will run extremely underloaded (up­
thrust condition), or (2) the pump will be unsatisfactory at 
higher water cuts and possibly burn out (downthrust). It is 
suggested to install pumps when the water cut approaches 60% 




For the majority of wells, the standard design pump 
should be utilized. Table P-3 shows well classifications 
and appropriate pump sizes. The basic pump selection was
based on the following criteria:
Pump depth, feet 9,000
Tubing size, inches, O.D. 5 1/2
Pump intake volume, Bbl/D 2 4 , 0 0 0
Estimated surface rate, STB/D 17,500
Maximum horsepower, HP 600
Producing GOR, SCF/Bbl 1,500
Solution GOR, SCF/Bbl 1,024
The selection of the 54-stage J-600 pump with a 600 HP 
motor allows for a ±10% over-horsepowering safety factor.
In some cases, this pump will run underloaded and additional 
tubing back pressure should be applied to increase the load­
ing and prevent upthrusting.
In the case of the very high PI wells, a fewer-stage, 
smaller horsepower pump will be sufficient as the net lift 
requirement will be lower. As is shown in Table P-3, these 
wells will be 407, 410 and 439. In addition, wells 402, 428 
and 411 will require smaller pumps and motors due to lower 
Pi's and therefore lower pumping rates and larger net lifts.
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Electrical System
The motors selected are 600 HP, 738 series, with 3,450 
volt, 106 ampere characteristics. The design of the genera­
tion and distribution system has not been done and would be 
accomplished in a more logical manner by an electrical 
engineering staff.
Reda Engineering Estimate
A cost estimate from Reda for the required standard pump 
equipment is attached as an appendix to this section. The 
cost estimate was used in the preparation of an economic 
summary of a single-well installation.
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Estimated Economics of Submersible Installation 
Costs/Well
Hardware (pump, motor, switchboard, transformer, 
cable, etc.)
FOB Bartlesville $135,000
Location (1.5 original) $202,000
Power line ($35,000/mi),
average 1 mile $ 35,000
Rig Time, 10 days $100,000
Total $337,000
Operator's share @ 49% $165,130
Assume 17,000 STB/D production with 75% water cut, 
Daily oil production 4,250 Bbl/D
Operating revenue $0.50/Bbl
Daily revenue $2,125/D
Payout period (49% of cost)78 days 
Rate of return > 100%
Assumes: Operating revenue will not change with dif­
ferent operating costs of submersible pumps.




(Primarily Based on PI)
High Rate, Low Horsepower Pump Selection
Well PI
No. Bbl/D/psi
Very high rate 410 250
439 302
High rate 407 48
High Rate, High Horsepower Standard Pump Selection



































Low Rate, Moderate Horsepower Pump Selection
Well PI p
No. Bbl/D/psi psi
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PRODUCTIVITY INDEX vs SHUT-IN 







rm v  F t [ £ D A  P U M P S
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(918) 661-2000
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.Liner Size. From. To.
To.Perforations: From
*ump Setting Depth 9 0 0 0  Tubing Size 5 - 1 / 2  In. EUE or*FEgf.
lervice Voltage _______
Open Hole: From______
BHT 2 3 7
.To.
Frequency: 6 0  Cycle. Required Surface Voltage 3 5 7 0
.Specific Gravity 1« 0 
_ Total KVA 7 1 0
DESCRIPTION LENGTH WEIGHT, Lbs. PRICE
/ IO T O R : Si?e HP 600 V o lts  3300 A m ps 115
8 8. 41 5850 44.682.00ieries 540 T y p e
*U M P : T y p e  J-600 Stages 53 Ser 675 Hsg 180 . 29J81 1804 16,596.005-1/2 8rd |n Reg. Head
5A S  S E P A R A T O R : Series 675 /738 T y p e  6.1-GS 5. 91 249 1,218.00
► RO TEC TO R: Series 738/540 T v o e  66 6.7* 390 1, 927. 00
S W IT C H B O A R D : Size 700 HP T y p e  1159, 3300V 1640 6, 106.00
•R A N S F O R M E R : S ize 725 KVA T y p e  30 OISC
1 1 000 11,765.0034 KV P rim ary  3.3 KV Secondary 2 -  5%.a.bove 8cbelQĵ s
--------• • • • - -  r  r u o i - i i i a . !  ,  ‘ /
1A B L E  V t V U  F t. Size 1 A rm o r @ S 4.-30 Per F o o t 23660 39, 676. 00
Redalead
LAT CABLE EXT. 55 Ft. Size 4 HTLGrmor _ B r O l l Z e  Tvoe 100 683.00
1 AT C iB L E  GUARDS Oty 7 Lanoth 8  Part No 22.05
A 8LE  CLAMPS: Qty. 650 Tvoe A C i l i e  Lanoth 32 (n Blk. Stl. 130 150.00
ABLE CLAMPS: Qty „ Tvoe Lenath In.
USING CHECK 5-1/2 |n. Bleeder In. Comb. In. EUE Rea. 30 2 6 0 . 0 0
[EDUCING NIPPLE In. EUE Rea. X In. EUE-Rea.
rusiNG  SUPPORT In. OD X In. EUE-Rea. X Cable 5.000.00
I ANGF.SFRIFS Size Tvoe
TO TAL WELL EQUIPMENT <128, 085. 05
ETURNABLE EQUIPMENT FOR SHIPPING & INSTALLING (Credit Issued If Returned
3 32'HIPPING BOX Qty J  length - *  * *
Within Six Mos.)
*1, 239. 00 2775
HIPPING BOX Qtv. Lenath .18* 5 * 486. 00 1000
ABLE REEL 2 -78" |n. Steel-Wood 1, 042.00 1560
IFEL SUPPORTS 1 Large-«K3£i£ 316.00 442
HOCK ABSORBER 1 Laroe-flHQW^ 648.00 145
i h i p p m g  b o x .  d. (■ Lev.  u u
OTAL PRICE RETURNARI E EQUIPMENT
350.." « 3.951.00
Export Preparation 1,800.00
OTAL PB'CF F o R RARTI FSVII 1 F OKLAHOMA , _______ *133, 836. 05
leda’s responsibility shall cease when equipment it delivered by Rada at above mentioned f.o.b. point-
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A common oil industry practice in calculating the pro­
ductivity of oil wells is the assumption that producing rate 
is directly proportional to pressure drawdown. The constant 
of proportionality is the Productivity Index (P.I.). The 
derivation of Productivity Index is from Dare *s Equation 
for radial flow of incompressible fluid/ steady state and is 
presented in "Applied Petroleum Reservoir Engineering" by 
B. C. Craft and M, H. Hawkins, Jr.^1  ̂ P.I. can be expressed:
PI =
<Pe - Jwf ) '





r- = drainage radius, ft.
rw = wellbore radius, ft.
B0 = oil formation volume factor, RB/STB.
yQ = oil viscosityr CP.
kQ = effective permeability to oil, md.
h = producing interval, ft. 
qQ = oil flow rate, STB/D. 
pwf = sand face slowing pressure, psig.
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p « average reservoir pressure, psig.
The assumptions used in this derivation are:
1) Incompressible fluid.
2) Pseudo steady state flow (dpd^ = constant).
3) Single phase flow into wellbore (bottom hole flow­
ing pressure greater than bubble point pressure).
4) Darcy’s Law applies (laminar flow);
5) Constant fluid properties (viscosity, density, etc.).
The pressure at the drainage radius (pe) is usually
taken as the average reservoir pressure (p) and the bottom 
hole flowing pressure is measured in the wellbore. Both 
pressures in the PI equation are usually corrected to a 
datum such as mid-perfs. In this study a datum of 9500 feet 
(Subsea) was used.
Under applicable conditions, the well's PI will be a 
constant straight line on a plot of pwf versus Q, Figure 1-1. 
Under many conditions, the assumptions used in the derivation 
of PI are violated and the linearity of the relationship 
fails. Muskat ̂2 ̂ showed theoretically that when two phase 
flow (liquid and gas) exists in the reservoir a curved line 
relationship results when pwf versus Q is plotted (Figure 
1-2).
In addition, Craft and Hawkins 1̂  ̂ list several factors 
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FIGURE 1-1. Straight-line PI when <
PI is the tangent 
to the curve = dq
IPR Curve
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1) Turbulent flow near the wellbore at high flow 
rates (Darcy's Law inapplicable).
2) Decrease in the relative permeability to oil due
to the presence of free gas caused by the drop in
pressure at the well bore (pwf<P^)•
3) Increase in oil viscosity with pressure drop below
bubble point (Pwf<Pb)•
4) Reduction in permeability due to formation com­
pressibility.
When curvature exists (primarily when Pwf<Pb) a well 
cannot be said to have a single PI because the value of the 
slope varies continuously with the variation In drawdown 
(Figure 1-2).
W. E. Gilbert in "Flowing and Gas Lift Well Perfor­
mance" (3) proposed the use of Inflow Performance Relation­
ship (IPR) curves to eliminate the discrepancies in use of 
straight line PI. An IPR curve (plotted as pwf versus Q) 
is merely a definition of the relationship between producing 
capacity and corresponding drawdown in a well. Gilbert 
first presented the IPR concept in 1954 but the calculations 
required to compute IPR's from two phase flow theory were 
tedious. This limited the application of IPR's.
In 1968 J. V. Vogel published "Inflow Performance
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Relationships -for Solution Gas Drive Wells."^  Vogel took 
the approximations of W e l l e r f o r  a solution-gas drive 
reservoir and programmed them for computer application.
Vogel states "the resulting program has proved convenient to 
use and has given results closely approaching those fur­
nished by the more complicated method of West, Garvin and 
Sheldon." The Vogel - Weller method involves the following 
simplifying assumptions.
1. The reservoir is circular and completely bounded 
with a fully penetrating well at its center.
2. The porous medium is uniform and isotropic with a 
constant water saturation at all points.
3. Gravity effects can be neglected.
4. Compressibility of rock and water can be neglected.
5. The composition and equilibrium are constant for 
oil and gas.
6 . The same pressure exists in both the oil and gas 
phase.
7. The tank-oil desaturation rate is the same at all 
points at a given instant.
Weller developed equations to describe the pressure and 
saturation profiles from the outer boundary to the wellbore. 
With these equations and the aid of a computer, Vogel studied 
several solution-gas drive reservoirs and determined plots
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of qQ versus Pwf* the sand face flowing pressure, for each 
reservoir. Moreover, Weller's equations enabled complete 
IPR predictions to be made for each reservoir; that is to 
say, the IPR at several points in the life of the reservoir, 
expressed as a percent of the original oil-in-place, could 
be calculated. Thus Vogel dealt -with -several simulated 
reservoirs covering a wide range of conditions. These con­
ditions included differing crude oil characteristics and 
differing reservoir relative permeability characteristics, 
as well as the effects of well spacing, fracturing, and skin 
restrictions. Vogel also investigated the effects of fac­
tors such as porosity, pay thickness, water saturation and 
absolute permeability. The investigation dealt mainly with 
relationships valid only below the bubble point.
Vogel showed that as depletion proceeds in a reservoir 
the productivity of a typical well decreases, primarily 
because the reservoir pressure is reduced and because 
increasing gas saturation causes greater resistance to oil 
flow. The result is a progressive deterioration of the 
IPR's, as shown in Figure 1-3, demonstrating the manner in 
which PI decay will occur as a function of both time (with 
cumulative production and declining reservoir pressure) and 
rate. Although his curves were developed from a theoretical 
basis, they have been accepted by the industry as is evi-
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FIGURE 1-3. Decaying IPR with increasing cumulative production
and decreasing reservoir pressures
P
q* - test rate taken above the 
\  bubble point.
test rate taken below the 
S V v  bubble point.
pseudo 
I maxX  q
q max
q
FIGURE 1-5. Generalized IPR curve, —  >
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denced by repeated reference to Vogel’s work in the 
literature.
Perhaps of even greater importance was Vogel's observa­
tion that all of the IPR curves have essentially the same 
shape when plotted on a nondimensional basis (Pwf/Ps versus 
qo/^max' see Figure 1-4).
Using the dimensionless IPR curve, maximum well capa­
bility can be established provided that the static reservoir 
pressure is known and a producing bottom-hole pressure (BHP), 
corresponding to a single production rate, is available.
In using Vogel's IPR curve, maximum errors can be 
anticipated only when the stabilized production rate is 
obtained at a relatively low drawdown condition (small 
pressure drop at high producing pressures).
DIMENSIONLESS IPR
Examination of these curves does not make it apparent 
whether they have any properties in common other than that 
they are all concave to the origin. Vogel, however, con­
ceived the idea of plotting all the IPR's as "dimensionless 
IPR's" and when he did this he discovered a remarkable 
similarity among the curves throughout most of the life of 
the reservoir. The dimensionless IPR is obtained by plot­
ting the ratio of pressure (pwf) for each point on the 
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FIGURE 1-4. Vogel's Dimensionless IPR ( p < p ••).
EXAMPLE: A well tests 6,500 barrels of oil per day with a flowing bottom-
hoTe pressure of 1,500 psi. The shutin bottom-hole pressure is 2,000 psi.
Find (a) maximum theoretical rate, and (b) rate if artificial lift installed
to reduce intake pressure to 500 psi.
(a) with pwf = 1,500 psi, % £  = = 0.75
P ,
From cha rt, when - 7-  = 0.75, 0.40. - ^ 0  = 0.40, q = 16,100 B0PD (p o te n t ia l) .
(b) with p ,  = 1,000 psi, —  =0.50, = 0.70.
P q“
/» s= ft 7ft n = ft 7ft M C  Iftft̂  ; 1) 97ft RftPn
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the ratio of the corresponding production rate (qQ) and the 
maximum (1 0 0% drawdown) producing rate (qm a x ) for the same 
curve; i.e., pwf/p versus q0/qmaX-
The generalized equation which Vogel developed for 
solution-gas drive reservoirs when average reservoir pres­
sure is below the bubble point is:
= 1 - 0.20 (pwf/p) - 0.8 (Pwf/P) 2
where:
q0 = oil flow rate at a given pwf. STB/D. 
qmax = maximum oil flow rate with 1 0 0% 
drawdown (pwf = 0), STB/D.
Pyrf = sand face flowing pressure, psig. 
p = average reservoir pressure, psig.
Since field evidence indicates the IPR curvature is 
mainly due to multi-phase flow dynamics around the wellbore, 
it is reasonable to assume the bubble-point pressure is the 
dominant factor rather than the reservoir drive mechanism. 
Thus, Vogel's correlation can be used for other mechanisms 
besides solution-gas drive.
Vogel also stated that the IPR should be linear above 
the bubble point. The general case is depicted as shown in 
Figure 1-5.
To handle well tests which are taken at bottom-hole 
operating pressures either above or below the bubble point
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the following equations are applied (refer to Figure 1-5):
1 ) Pwf>Pb' p>pb*
The Darcy PI equation applies:
PI = p “ Pwf = 0 , 0 0 7 0 8 B0y0 (lnre/rw - 3/4)
STB/Dpsi
where:
qQ = oil flow rate at a given (or test) pwf, STB/D




= oil flow rate whenPwf “ Pb 
<3c * gmax “\ ̂ b
3) With Pwf<Pbr P>Pbr a variation of Vogel*s general­
ized equation which includes straight line performance above 
the bubble point is used (combining equations 1 and 2 ).
J° = 1.8 2- - 0.8 - 0.2 - 0.8 ^  2qc Pb Pb Pb
4) A final helpful relationship is the one between the 
maximum q calculated from the straight line PI (pseudo 
qmax) the qmax derived from Vogel's curve.
pseudo qmax 
qc " 1 . 8
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These relationships have been graphically depicted in 
Figure 1-5.
In addition to development of IPR curves from well 
tests taken under varying pressure situations it was neces­
sary to adjust the resulting curves to fit current pressure 
estimates. This adjustment was due to; the fact that the 
well tests were taken at different times and the reservoir 
pressure has experienced depletion and repressuring.
Standing ̂6) showed that future estimation of inflow perform­
ance was directly proportional to a change in kr0/B0u0.
Fetkovich^7  ̂ extended this change by showing that in 
most material balance calculations kro is approximately 
linear with pressure. In addition, the P0B0 value approxi­
mates linear behavior. The resulting correction to estab­
lish an IPR under different conditions than those measured
was %ax future = ^P/PbV x ^max p = p̂ .
Rewriting this equation yields
tex future = (p/Pb^ 3 
^max p = pt>
The IPR developed from individual well tests in this 
study were adjusted using the above relationship.
Because it monitors flow performance at the junction of 
the reservoir inflow system and the vertical outflow system, 
the IPR plot provides a basis for determining the potential
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of a well for productivity improvement. The flowing pres­
sure (Pw£) at any given rate (q) is the pressure available 
at the formation face (mid-point or "datum"). If that pres­
sure is greater than the pressure required (pt) to flow up 
the production string (tubing or tubing/casing annulus or 
casing), the well will flow. If the p^£ is less than the pt 
the well will not flow and will require some type of arti­
ficial lift.
The IPR concept has been discussed for oil and gas flow 
primarily, in addition, the water inflow can be shown as a 
straight line. The straight line is based on the incom­
pressibility of water and the relatively constant fluid 
properties. Addition of the water and oil IPR curves yield 
a total fluid IPR* This is an important, but at the same 
time variable, parameter.
Obviously, changes in fluid saturations and contrib­
uting producing intervals will have an effect on both the 
water and oil IPR. This is particularly evident in the Reef 
Reservoir as the rapidly rising OWC is changing the oil 
column and water column heights continuously. Also, mechan­
ical changes were made in the wells either to exclude gas at 
the top of the Cora1 for GOR contro1 or to plug back bottom 
water. Both types of treatment were performed in the major­
ity of wells. An attempt to adjust PI tests and calculated
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IPR’s for changing oil-water contact did not yield any 
relationship. It is thought the inability to predict the 
OWC without a model study inhibits any normalization attempt.
An additional aspect of the two IPR curves, oil and 
water, was discussed by Gilbert and concerns potential 
interzonal flow between a high pressure water zone and a 
lower pressured oil zone. It has been recognized that 
significant pressure differential exists between the water 
zone and the oil zone in the Reef Reservoir. In certain 
Talus wells the original producing interval is still open 
but the wells are shut-in. The potential for high volume 
interzonal flow exists in several wells (well #410 in parti­
cular) . These wells are acting as bottom dump injectors.
The ultimate future potential of these wells is governed by 
the volume of water which has "flooded" the oil zone. 
Specifically, can that volume be recovered and oil produc­
tion resumed? In some cases this could call for substantial 
production of water prior to any oil flow.
PSEUDO IPR’S
The previous discussions were concerned with a "true" 
IPR with the pressures related to a datum of mid-perfs (9500 
feet subsea in the Reef Reservoir). The flowing bottom hole 
pressure can be described as the "pressure available" at the 
datum and allows development of flowing predictions or pump
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requirements. The adjustment of the "pressure available" 
values to another depth is the- same as construction of a 
Pseudo IPR. The Pseudo IPR for 9000 feet shows the pressure 
available at 9000 feet for various flow rates.
The Pseudo IPR can be calculated for any q from the 
following equation:
Pseudo pwf = pwf - Gf (Hx - H2)
Depth Datum
where:
pwfDahum = san^ face flowing pressure (corrected
for datum) , psi (from IPR curve) .
Gf = flowing gradient in the casing, psi/ft.
- datum depth, ft.
H2 = desired depth for Pseudo IPR, ft 
(could be tubing shoe).
The Pseudo IPR is basically the IPR shifted down by 
the static pressure difference in the casing between the 
datum and the desired depth. The Pseudo IPR's were used 
in conj unction with tubing performance curves to estimate 





IPR curves were developed for each producing well in 
the Reef Reservoir. The IPR* s were generated from PI tests. 
Some of these tests are rather old, particularly in the case 
of the shut-in wells. The data were adjusted to the current 
average reservoir pressure of the wells. In addition, some 
tests did not report water production. For this reason, 
most wells have an oil IPR only. The high flow rates from 
some of these wells yielded IPR's such that the addition 
of water production would have relatively little effect on 
the productivity of the well.
The IPR* s were used both to evaluate the flowing poten­
tial of the shut-in wells and select submersible pumps for 
high water cut use.
TUBING PERFORMANCE CURVES
A tubing performance curve is a locus of points on a 
pressure versus flow rate plot which described the pressure 
required at the tubing show for fluid to flow to the surface. 
For the case of an incompressible fluid such as water, the 
pressure required to flow to the surface is
Pts = Ph + Pf + Pt ,
where:
Pts = Pr®ssure required at tubing shoe, psig.
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= hydrostatic pressure @ tubing shoe, psig.
P f  = friction drop at given flow rate, psig. 
p^ = tubing head pressure, psig.
This approach becomes complicated when dealing with 
two-phase vertical flow (liquid and gas). Numerous authors 
have studied the phenomenae of two-phase vertical flow and 
discussed it in great depth. Gilbertdiscussed two-phase 
vertical flow and applied it with IPR curves to show flowing 
rates.
Kermit Brown in "Gas Lift Theory and Practice” 
devotes a considerable discussion to the effect of varying 
flow parameters (such as gas-liquid ratio, tubing size, flow 
rate, viscosity, etc.). In this report we are concerned 
primarily with the pressure required at the tubing shoe to 
flow the particular fluids. To establish these pressures, 
Garrett Computing Systems Oilflow Program was used. This 
program is based on a calculation method presented by J. 
Orkiszewski ̂ 9 ̂ in "Predicting Two-Phase Pressure Drops in 
Vertical Pipe."
The Orkiszewski technique has predicted pressure drops 
within ±10%. This technique is actually a modification of 
the Griffith - Wallis technique. Orkiszewski recognizes the 
varying density and friction loss terms in two-phase verti­
cal flow. He has described the four flow regimes as:
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"Bubble Flow - The pipe is almost completely 
full of liquid with a small free gas phase. 
The gas is present in small bubbles which 
are randomly dispersed. The bubbles move 
at different velocities depending upon their 
respective diameters. The liquid moves up 
the pipe at a fairly uniform velocity. And, 
except for its density, the gas phase has 
little effect on the pressure gradient.
2) "Slug Flow - The liquid phase is still con­
tinuous but the gas bubbles coalesce and 
form stable bubbles of approximately the 
same size and shape. These gas bubbles are 
nearly the diameter of the pipe and are 
separated by slugs of liquid. The bubble 
velocity is greater than that of the liquid 
and can be predicted in relation to the 
velocity of the liquid slug. There is a 
film of liquid around the gas bubble. The 
liquid velocity is not constant - whereas 
the liquid slug always moves upwards; the 
liquid in the film may move upward but 
possibly at a lower velocity, or it may 
move downward. These varying liquid velo­
cities will result not only in varying wall 
friction losses but also in a ’Liquid Hold­
up* which will influence flowing density.
Both the gas and liquid phases have signi­
ficant effects on pressure gradient.
3) "Annular - Slug Transition Flow - The change 
from a continuous liquid phase to a contin­
uous gas phase occurs in this region. The 
liquid slug between the bubbles virtually 
disappears and a significant amount of 
liquid becomes entrained in the gas phase. 
Although the effects of the liquid are 
significant, the gas phase is more predom­
inant.
4) "Annular - Mist Flow - The gas phase is con- 
tinuous. The bulk of the liquid is entrained 
and carried in the gas phase (as a mist). A 
film of liquid wets the pipe, but its effects 




Basically the Orkiszewski Technique is an iterative 
trial and error method which attempts to minimize error in 
fluid density and friction loss calculations. A step by 
step procedure of the solution of the following equation is 
from appendix A of Orkiszewski1s paper. The equation is:
P + Tf
APk “ 144 wt <3g




wt = total mass flow rate, lb/sec.
qg = gas volumetric flow rate, cu.ft./sec.
Ap = area of pipe, sq. ft. 
fT = average fluid density, lb/cu.ft.
Ap = pressure drop, psi. 
p = average pressure, psia.
AD = change in depth, ft. 
k = k ^  element.
Solution Method:
1) Pick a point in the wellstream where the flow rates, 
fluid properties, temperature and pressure are 
known (e.g. wellhead or bottom hole).
2) Estimate the temperature gradient of the well.
3) Fix the Ap at about 10% of the measured or cal­
culated pressure, which may be at the top or bottom 




4) Assiime a depth increment AD and find average depth 
of the increment.
5) From the temperature gradient, determine average 
temperature of the increment.
6 ) Correct fluid properties for temperature and pres­
sure.
7) Determine the type of flow regime (shown in 
appendix B of Orkiszewski *s paper).
8 ) Based on type of flow regime, determine the average 
density ("p) and the friction loss gradient (from 
appendix C of Orkiszewski*s paper)♦
9) Calculate AD from above equation.
10) Iterate, if necessary, starting with step 4 until 
the assumed AD equals calculated AD.
11) Determine values of p and D for that increment.
12) Repeat procedure from step 3 until the sum of AD*s 
equals the total length of the flow stream.
By hand solution, this method is tedious, but it is 
easily adapted for computer solution.
Using the Oilflow Program of the Garrett Computing 
System a series of tubing performance curves were generated. 
The fluid properties used were the flash PVT data from well 




Surface tubing pressure = 300 psig.
Tubing size - 3 1/2", 4 1/2", 5 1/2" (O.D.'s).
Depth of shoe - 70001 , 8000*, 9000*.
GOR - 600, 1200, 1800, SCF/Bbl.
Water Cut - 0%, 25%, 75%.
USE OF TPC WITH IPR's FOR FLOW POTENTIALS
As Gilbert discussed, an overlay of the pseudo IPR 
curve (for the tubing shoe depth) and the tubing performance 
curve results in a graphical solution of the pressure avail­
able = pressure required equation. The intersection point 
of the two curves shows a flow rate for stable flow. It 
should also be mentioned that an unstable flow regime could 
exist at relatively low flow rates.
A step by step procedure for the solution of the TPC- 
IPR graphical representations is given below:
1) Develop inflow performance curve for the well under 
study.
2) Determine producing parameters? in particular oil 
gravity, water gravity, gas gravity, GOR, WOR (or 
water cut), and surface tubing pressure.
3) Develop a set of tubing performance curves to suit 
producing parameters and variables to be optimized 
such as tubing size, tubing shoe•depth and poten-
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tial producing parameter variations (water cut 
increase, etc.) .
4) Adjust the inflow performance curves to yield 
pseudo IPR's for the various tubing shoe depths 
being considered.
5) Overlay the appropriate pseudo. IPR curve with the 
tubing performance curves. The following cases 
(illustrated in Figure 1-6) could occur.
Case I. Curves do not intersect, TPC is above the 
pseudo IPR. This suggests that the well will not 
flow under the given conditions.
Case II. Curves do not intersect, TPC is below the 
pseudo IPR. This shows that the well will flow at 
any rate where this condition exists and wi1 1 re­
quire a choke to control production. If the flow 
rate scale were extended to include higher flow 
rates, an intersection will result at a high flow 
rate.
Case III. Curves intersect once at low rate, the 
TPC is below the pseudo IPR at rates higher than 
the intersection rate. This implies an unsteady 
flow situation at the low rate and the well might 
have a tendency to die. At higher rates the well 
















too much choke control, thus forcing the well into 
the unsteady flow region. If the flow rate scale 
is extended, an intersection will occur.
Case IV. Curves intersect at higher rates with the 
TPC below the pseudo IPR prior to intersection.
This flow rate, at which the curves intersect, 
shows the stable rate at which the well will flow 
under the described conditions.
Case V. Curves intersect twice at low and high 
rates with the TPC below the IPR between the inter­
sections. As previously mentioned, the low rate 
intersection is an area of unsteady flow and the 
high rate intersection is a stable flow rate.
The well should be kicked off such that the low 
rate area is avoided.
6 ) Evaluate the flow potential of the well with the 
different mechanical setups studied (tubing size, 
tubing shoe depth, etc.). Select the mechanical 




RELATIVE PRODUCTION VOLUME CURVES (Figures RPl-RPlO)
A set of standardized curves which I will call Relative 
Production Volume Curves were constructed to aid in the 
selection of pump setting depth. This appears to be a triv­
ial problem but consideration should be given to lost effi­
ciency in operation for pumps set too high (ingesting large 
volumes of gas) and alternatively to pumps set unnecessarily 
deep resulting in additional expense in tubing and submer­
sible pump cable purchase costs. In addition, the submerged 
portion of a submersible pump cable, particularly Redalene 
high temperature cable, will absorb gas and result in cable 
flowouts when the pressure on the cable is reduced during 
pulling operations.
The effectiveness of a pump can be defined as the ratio 
of the volume of liquid (oil and water), measured under sur­
face conditions, produced to the surface to the volume of 
fluid (oil, gas, and water), measured at the pump intake 
pressure, which must be pumped. It is obvious in the case 
of a high gas oil ratio that the efficiency of the downhole 
gas separator controls the volume of free gas which must be 
pumped (or rather compressed initially). The second para­
meter controlling the pumping volume is the P.V.T. character­
istics or the fluid. With these major considerations, the 
series of relative producing volume curves were constructed.
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These curves are based on 1 stock tank barrel of oil 
with the associated gas and water for the various parameters. 
The volume of 1 stock tank barrel at 0 psig will increase as 
the pressure is increased (associated gas returning to solu­
tion) and it was assumed that this volume behavior would 
approximate the flash liberation process. Therefore, from 
the flash PVT data, a volume was calculated for each corre­
sponding pressure. In addition the volume of the free gas 
corrected for the gas returning to solution, was calculated
from PVT data and combined with the oil volumes. The
resulting curve is essentially the same as the Relative 
Volume curve reported in PVT data reports with the exception 
that the standard PVT report uses a volume of 1 Bbl at the 
bubble point pressure as a base and the relative production 
volume curves use 1 stock tank barrel as a base*
With this base Relative Producing Curve developed, 
other parameters were added (and varied) to allow use of the 
curves to determine pump effectiveness. These parameters 
were: efficiency of bottom-hole gas-oil separators (0, 25%,
50% and 75%) and water cuts (0, 20%, 40%, 60%, and 80%).
The bottom-hole gas-oil separator efficiencies were calcu­
lated as free gas ingested by the pump. Various water cuts
were added (example: 50% water cut uses 1 surface Bbl oil
and 1 surface Bbl of water as base) and their effects on
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pump effectiveness was revealed. The addition of free gas 
(other than that freed from solution) was also developed for 
an additional 200 SCF/Bbl, 400 SCF/Bbl and 600 SCF/Bbl.
The application of these curves showed that in this 
instance, a high pump intake pressure was required to allow 
maximum fluid production. Pump intake pressure should be 
higher than the pressure where the relative production 
curves rapidly increase, to accomplish a high pump intake 
pressure, a high pump submergence is required. This is 
available in the high PI Reef wells where a small drawdown 
is required.
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